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ABSTRACT

Self-similar gravitational collapse of a globular cluster is studied using the nonlinear kinetic standard model
of stellar dynamics consisting of the Fokker-Planck-Vlasov transport equation coupled self-consistently to
Poisson’s equation for the Newtonian gravitational potential. It is shown rigorously that any locally integrable
self-similar solution to these equations must approach a mass density profile , , in the final2ar(r, t) ∝ r a p 3
stage of the collapse. The discrepancy between the exact value and previous results in the rangea p 3 2 !

obtained from the orbit-averaged approximation to the kinetic model raises some questions about thea ! 2.5
validity of this popular approximation.

Subject headings: celestial mechanics, stellar dynamics — galaxies: star clusters — globular clusters: general

1. INTRODUCTION

The stellar dynamical standard model for core collapse in
globular cluster evolution is based on the following Boltzmann
kinetic equation for the stars’ distribution function f:

f (x, v, t) f (x, v, t)
1 v ·

t x

f(x, t) f (x, v, t)
2 ·

x v
′2  Fv 2 vF  

p j · · 2E ′( )v vv v v3R

′ ′3# [ f (x, v, t)f (x, v , t)]d v ,

(1)

where the gravitational potential f is determined self-consis-
tently by the Poisson equation

3D f(x, t) p 4pG f (x, v, t)d v. (2)x E
3R

The term on the right-hand side of equation (1) is Landau’s
approximation to Boltzmann’s collision integral, with j a con-
stant determined by the effective collision rate. Since the Lan-
dau collision integral can be recast as a nonlinear Fokker-Planck
operator acting on f (see, e.g., Hinton 1983), equation (1) is
frequently (although somewhat misleadingly) referred to just
as “the Fokker-Planck equation.” We will refer to the system
of equations (1) and (2) as the Fokker-Planck-Vlasov-Poisson
(FPVP) equations.

The FPVP equations have to be supplemented by asymptotic
conditions for as , by integrability conditionsf(x, t) FxF r `
for , and in addition by initial conditions forf (x, v, t)

at . For a spherically symmetric model of anf (x, v, t) t p t0

isolated globular cluster with N stars of identical mass m, we
may choose the coordinate origin of physical space at the center
of the cluster so that depends on only throughf(x, t) x r p

. The asymptotic condition for f then simply readsFxF
as . Similarly, depends onf(x, t) ∼ 2GNm/r r r ` f (x, v, t)

only through . In velocity space we introduce thex r p FxF
coordinates , where is the velocity component in(v , v , g) vr T r

the radial direction, is the modulus of the projection of onv vT

the plane tangent to the coordinate sphere, and g is the polar
angle in this tangent plane. Then, by the spherical symmetry,

depends on only through ( ). We demand thatf (x, v, t) v v , vr T

and that rapidly3 3f (x, v, t )d x d v p Nm f (x, v, t ) r 0∫ ∫ 0 0

enough as and also as . Popular initial con-r r ` (v , v ) r `r T

ditions compatible with these requirements are given, for in-
stance, by the well-known model of Plummer (1911).

Unfortunately, because of their complexity the FPVP equa-
tions are currently not explicitly solvable, neither analytically
nor by accurate direct numerical integration. Instead, core col-
lapse in globular cluster evolution is currently studied with the
help of orbit-averaged equations (FPVPav; Binney & Tremaine
1987), which operate with fewer independent variables.

Starting with the pioneering works by Hènon (1961, 1965,
1971) on the FPVPav equations, a vast body of literature has
accumulated (see the review articles by Lightman & Shapiro
1978, Spitzer 1985, and Hut 1992), all of which features glob-
ular clusters developing a self-similarly collapsing core that
leaves behind a self-similar region (the “inner halo”), sur-
rounded by a low-density region (the “outer halo”) that typi-
cally is not self-similar because it was never part of the col-
lapsing core (although this is a matter of the initial conditions).
Furthermore, extrapolation of the simulation results suggests
that the core shrinks to a point in finite time, with its central
mass density approaching an infinite value. Some of the most
impressive evidence for self-similar collapse has come from
the well-known studies of the FPVPav equations by Cohn (1979,
1980) and more recently Takahashi (1995), who simulated the
evolution of an isolated cluster that began as a Plummer model.
These studies were conducted until the inner halo extended
over eight decades in the core radius, allowing these authors
to extract the self-similar power-law profile ,2ar(r, t) ∝ r

, for the inner halo mass density function at late times.a ≈ 2.23
Qualitatively similar behavior was also observed in the moment
approximations to FPVP of Larson (1970), with .a ≈ 2.4

Self-similar globular cluster evolution is such a conspicuous
feature in the simulations that it calls for a deeper theoretical
understanding. Lynden-Bell & Eggleton (1980) made an at-
tempt at a quite general level, based on a mixture of thermo-
dynamical considerations and (arguably somewhat obscure) di-
mensional arguments. In particular, they concluded that the
power a should always be in the interval , which2 ! a ! 2.5
implies that the core mass has to vanish in the limit of complete
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collapse. Their result is corroborated by all the FPVPav simu-
lations and by their own gasdynamical model. However, it has
never been tested against the proper FPVP system. In light of
this, and also because the FPVP system is still out of reach of
accurate direct integration on a computer, it is certainly desir-
able to establish some precise analytical results for the FPVP
model that will serve as benchmark for simulations.

In this Letter we rigorously prove the following facts about
self-similar evolution in the (nonaveraged) FPVP model of
stellar dynamics. We show that the self-similar core collapse
of a globular cluster in the FPVP model is characterized by
a constant-mass core, which is surrounded by the inner halo
mass density profile , .2ar(r, t) ∼ r a p 3

While our result is in agreement with the general conclusion
of Lynden-Bell & Eggleton (1980) that the radial dependence
of the inner halo mass density must be given by the power law

, our exact value clearly invalidates their2ar(r, t) ∼ r a p 3
claim that the interval must contain all possible2 ! a ! 2.5
values of a. This shows that their analysis is less generally
valid than it appears to be.

Furthermore, the discrepancy between the exact value
extracted from the FPVP equations and the simulateda p 3

using FPVPav is so large (judged by the reporteda ≈ 2.23
precision of the numerical experiments) that one is forced to
question the accuracy of the approximation to the actual FPVP
model that is provided by the orbit-averaged model.

2. SIMILARITY ANALYSIS

In the following, we shall continue to write the equations in
the significantly more transparent coordinate-free notation.
However, it must be kept in mind that, for a spherically sym-
metric cluster, depends on and only throughf (x, v, t) x v

and ( ), while depends on only throughr p FxF v , v f(x, t) xr T

r. Furthermore, we inquire into solutions with finite life span.
Hence, we switch the time variable to , where (at p t 2 t tc c

constant of integration of the FPVP equations) is the finite
instant of (standard) time at which the solution exhibits com-
plete collapse. Notice that measures the time that remainst 1 0
until collapse is complete, so that we will consider evolution
backward in t.

As did Hènon (1961, 1965), we seek similarity solutions
over the whole phase space, even though these solutions may
not be integrable in physical space and/or velocity space be-
cause similarity analysis of partial differential equations nec-
essarily ignores integrability conditions. This is not a problem,
however, because integrability is required only for the actual
FPVP solution of the finite-N globular cluster, which in turn
cannot be expected to be self-similar everywhere in space and
velocity space or for all times. Rather, the actual FPVP solution
of the collapsing finite-N globular cluster ought to display self-
similarity in some restricted region in physical and in velocity
space and only for late times, which is precisely what one sees
in the simulations. In particular, there is no reason to expect
self-similarity in the outer halo, i.e., at . Similarly, starsFxF r `
with velocities above the escape velocity of a finite cluster will
quickly leave the inner halo and join a sparsely populated “ -v
space halo” characterized by a possibly not self-similar but
integrable behavior of the true f at . Thus, when ap-FvF r `
plying the similarity solutions to an actual physical situation,
one has to keep in mind that the similarity solutions may have
to be suitably cut off, typically at a reasonably large radius in
space and at about the escape velocity.

Coming now to the FPVP equations, a careful dimensional

analysis shows that the only spherically symmetric similarity
transformation that leaves equations (1) and (2) invariant is
given by the one-parameter (m) scaling family

23 2 21 3f (x, v, t) . m f (m x, m v, m t),
22 2 3f(x, t) . m f(m x, m t). (3)

The invariants under this m scaling are ,22/3X p t x V p
, , and . Hence, a collapsing self-similar1/3 2/3t v F p tf F p t f

solution of the FPVP equations is necessarily of the form

21 22/3 1/3f (x, v, t) p t F(t x, t v), (4)
22/3 22/3f(x, t) p t F(t x). (5)

The invariants satisfy the FPVP similarity systemX, V, F, F

2 F(X, V)
F(X, V) 1 X 1 V ·( )3 X

1 F(X) F(X, V)
2 V 1 ·[ ]3 X V

2 ′  FV 2 V F  
p j · · 2E ( )′V VV V V3R

′ 3 ′# [F(X, V)F(X, V )]d V , (6)

3D F(X) p 4pG F(X, V)d V. (7)X E
3R

Notice that the similarity equations (6) and (7) contain one
independent variable less than the FPVP equations (1) and (2).
As a consequence of the invariance under the action of a one-
dimensional scaling group, the self-similar solutions are sta-
tionary with respect to a contracting frame of reference (i.e.,
F and F do not depend explicitly on t). However, that does
not imply that stationary self-similar solutions of the FPVP
equations (1) and (2) (such as the well-known isothermal equi-
librium solution of Zoellner 1871) would solve equations (6)
and (7) (they do not).

Finding exact solutions to equations (6) and (7) is still very
difficult. However, the important issue of the asymptotic state
of the cluster as collapse approaches its completion requires
knowledge of the solution only in the limit . In this limit,t r 0
the numerical simulations show that the radius of the central
core of the cluster shrinks to zero while the rescaled mass
density outside the core reaches a steady power-law profile that
extends over several orders of magnitude in the core radius.
Since , in the self-similar variables the limit22/3X p t x

corresponds, for each , to the limit ; i.e.,t r 0 x ( 0 FXF r `
it yields the “tail” of the self-similar solution. Interestingly
enough, crucial exact information regarding the tail of the self-
similar solution can be extracted from equations (6) and (7)
without having to compute the full solution.

Namely, although in the center of the cluster at thex p 0
mass density will either be singular for all or develop at ≥ 0
singularity in the limit , away from the center for allt r 0

we look for a nontrivial finite profile. Recalling thatx ( 0
and that , the mass density function22/3X p t x FxF p r
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associated with the similarity solution is found to ber(r, t)

1
22/3 3r(FxF, t) p F(t x, V)d V. (8)E2t 3R

It follows immediately from equation (8) that islim r(r, t)t r 0

a nontrivial function of if and only ifr p FxF ( 0

C3F(X, V)d V ∼ as FXF r `, (9)E 3FXF3R

where (here and in the sequel) C is a generic constant. Recalling
once again that , upon substituting equation (9) back22/3X p t x
into equation (8), we conclude that in the limit of com-t r 0
plete collapse we have

C
lim r(r, t) p (10)3rt r 0

for all . Thus, simply from the similarity group analysisr ( 0
for the FPVP equations and from the condition that in the limit

the mass density be nontrivial for , wet r 0 r(r, t) r ( 0
conclude that self-similar gravitational collapse in the FPVP
model can only lead to a mass density profile for the inner
halo that is inversely proportional to the cube of the radius.

The same type of analysis can be used to determine the
asymptotic behavior of the kinetic energy density function,

, associated with the similarity solution, which is givenT(r, t)
by

1 2 22/3 3T(FxF, t) p FVF F(t x, V)d V. (11)E8/3t 3R

By the condition that be a nontrivial functionlim T(r, t)t r 0

of , we conclude that in the limit of completer p FxF ( 0
collapse the kinetic energy density satisfies

C
lim T(r, t) p . (12)4rt r 0

Another important limit under which the solutions to equa-
tions (6) and (7) can be analyzed is , which correspondsFXF r 0
to for all values ; i.e., the behavior as one ap-FxF r 0 t 1 0
proaches the center of the globular cluster when the collapse
is not yet complete. A straightforward asymptotic expansion
as shows that, for any fixed t, a singular similarityFxF r 0
solution is asymptotic to the singular isothermal dis-f (x, v, t)
tribution function of Zoellner (1871), whose only parameter,
the temperature, scales with t like . (Once again, that22/3v ∝ t
does not mean that Zoellner’s self-similar isothermal equilib-
rium solution of FPVP would satisfy the FPVP similarity sys-
tem for any finite .) This shows in particular that, for anyFXF

, the mass density associated with is integrablet 1 0 f (x, v, t)
at , resulting in a finite core mass. The very similarityFxF p 0
group transformation (3) then shows that, during self-similar
FPVP core collapse ( decreasing), the mass of the coret 1 0
is constant. Indeed, no matter which value oneFXF p FXFc

chooses to define the core radius , the behavior ofr (t) r (t)c c

according to equation (3) is always given by

2/3r (t) ∝ t . (13)c

Since by equation (8) we have , we conclude that22r (t) ∝ tc

in fact

3M ∝ r (t)r (t) p C. (14)c c c

Incidentally, our analysis also shows that, when comparing
an actual finite-N globular cluster FPVP solution with the exact
self-similar solution, this latter has to be cut off at large FxF
for all values of t (because the profile [10] is not integrable at

) and also in a neighborhood of whenFxF r ` x p 0 t r 0
(because the solution, while integrable at for all ,x p 0 t 1 0
approaches a nonintegrable limit as ). Obviously, the cut-t r 0
off at means that the self-similar solution cannot applyFxF r `
to the outer halo of the cluster solution. The cutoff at x p 0
means that, even if the core of the cluster solution evolves
essentially self-similarly for , such self-similarity mustt 1 0
eventually break down near the center of the cluster when
collapse nears its completion. Yet, away from the center, in the
inner halo, which comprises most of the volume of the actual
cluster solution, the profile (10) should accurately describe the
asymptotic behavior as of the actual FPVP clustert r 0
solution.

3. DISCUSSION

There is a significant discrepancy between the exact value
for the power law as that we have2aa p 3 r(r, t) ∼ r t r tc

derived rigorously from the full set of nonaveraged FPVP equa-
tions and the values of a that were previously obtained from
approximations to these equations, such as Larson’s moment
equations (Larson 1970; which yield ), the simulationsa ≈ 2.4
by Cohn (1979, 1980) and Takahashi (1995) of the FPVPav

equations (which give ), or the gasdynamical solutionsa ≈ 2.23
in Lynden-Bell & Eggleton (1980; which give ). Thea ≈ 2.21
power also is substantially larger than the upper limita p 3
in Lynden-Bell and Eggleton’s (1980) interval ,2 ! a ! 2.5
which they conjectured to contain all possible values of a.

The upper bound for a given in Lynden-Bell & Eggleton
(1980) was, however, obtained via a questionable dimensional
argument that suggests that the total energy of the cluster cannot
be integrable at when the mass density is not. In con-FxF r `
trast, our rigorous analysis of the FPVP equations shows that
the profile of the kinetic energy density in equationT(FxF, t)
(12) is integrable as . Since this is true also for theFxF r `
gravitational energy of a mass density ∼r23, the total energy
is integrable, even though our mass density is not. Hence,
Lynden-Bell and Eggleton’s reasoning for is not valida ! 2.5
for FPVP.

This leaves the issue FPVP versus FPVPav. Apparently the
numerical integrations of the FPVPav equations find a self-similar
solution that is not a faithful approximation to a solution of the
FPVP equations, which the orbit-averaged equations are sup-
posed to approximate. In this regard, it is important to realize
that our result, equation (10), follows directly from the fact that
the spherically symmetric FPVP equations are invariant under
the action of a one-dimensional similarity group, which was
given in equation (3). In contrast, it has been shown (Hènon
1961) that the FPVPav equations possess a two-dimensional in-
variance group, and then the same reasoning that led to equa-
tion (10) shows that self-similar solutions to the orbit-averaged
equations are compatible with infinitely many values of a and
not just with one, so that some small but systematic error intro-
duced into the dynamics by orbit-averaging can easily produce
self-similar behavior that is not compatible with the original
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FPVP equations. For instance, an important effect that is lost by
orbit-averaging is star evaporation from the cluster (Hènon
1961); thus, the loss in the radial mass flow in the FPVPav model
due to absence of evaporation may be a source for the discrep-
ancy. In any event, clear answers to these questions will only
come from more elaborate mathematical studies and more ad-
vanced numerical schemes that can accurately integrate the FPVP
equations. Interestingly, in this context, non–orbit-averaged
Monte Carlo simulations of FPVP by Spitzer & Thuan (1972;
see also Spitzer 1985) have produced a law for the0.65r (t) ∝ tc

core radius, which is very close to our result in equation (13).
As for testing the precision of FPVP itself as a faithful ap-

proximation to physical globular cluster evolution, it would be
interesting to know whether a can be extracted from the recent

and very impressive N-body simulations (Makino et al. 1997).
Of course, when physical core collapse nears its completion,
hard binaries will form in the N-body simulations, causing
gravothermal oscillations—phenomena that fall outside the
scope of the FPVP description. Coincidentally, this happens at
the same evolutionary stage when the self-similarly collapsing
FPVP solution begins to develop unphysical features near the
center—leading to infinite mass at the origin in the limit of
complete collapse.

The authors are grateful to Joel L. Lebowitz for several useful
discussions. C. L. acknowledges support by the NSF under a
VIGRE grant to Rutgers University.
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